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Winner Euroskills2016 Electrical Installations:
Yvan Fässler (CH) Gold, Matthias Moser (A) Silver and Werner Sillanpää (FI) Bronze!!
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18 hours of full duty, stress, sweat and persistence @Euroskills2016!
This is exactly what award-winning participants, Yvan Fässler Switzerland (Gold) Matthias Moser, Austria.
(Silver), Werner Sillanpää, Finland (Bronze) experienced during the 3-days competition in the Gothia Towers
area of Gothenburg, Sweden. AIE President Thomas Carlsson (SE) had the honor to hand over the awards to
the winning team. “It is fantastic to see all these youngsters happy and proud of their performance”.
With a challenging practical task for all ‘power workers’ and a theoretical test of one hour, all candidates did
their utmost to get the installation powered first and then started programming with KNX ETS. Chief Expert
Adrian Sommer (CH) and Chief Deputy Expert André Rodrigues (PT) guided the whole team of experts
through the competition. AIE warmly thanks all experts for their support, endurance and expertise that they
show before, during and after the competition! Without their personal engagement and time, the
competition wouldn’t exist!
Euroskills task of this year for Electrical Installations existed out of:
Building an electric installation of a building with:


Mechanical Installation



Safe Energy Supply via central distribution box to all sockets, lamps and drives



Install wired high speed data networks



Program the smart building automation bus wired components (KNX) to make it a smart building
(dimmed lights, presence detection, shutters control, electric drive)



Survive a special 1-hour-theory test

At the end of the competition, handing over the AIE Certificate of excellence to every candidate, General
Secretary Evelyne Schellekens said: “You have shown us that excellence is not a single act, but a good habit!”
For those who don’t go home with a medal, remember this: "Keep your passion for your sector and share it
with others, since you are an example for others that will choose for an electrical profession in this more and
more electrifying world. You all had a unique experience in being part of this competition, representing your
country and having an excell note to place on your curriculum vitae! Don't you ever forget that!"
Total visits at the three competition days of EuroSkills 2016: 74 736.
Dive into the different media info that was brought by AIE during the Euroskills competition and do share
it, tweet it, but above all cherish it! Pictures can all be used by AIE courtesy.
> http://aie-cye.blogspot.com
> AIE Pictures:
DAY 1 | DAY 2 | DAY 3 | DAY 3 The last half hour | DAY 3 Markings & AIE Certificate of Excellence
> https://twitter.com/AIEcontractors
> Link to Facebook
> Official Album Euroskills with all backstage photos of all competition medallists:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/euroskills2016/albums/72157677323612396
> Official Press Release Euroskills2016 and total impression country medals | All Press Releases WSE
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